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Face illumination processing based on
combined features

Ming Liu1, Tao Xie2, 3

Abstract. Considering the signi�cant impact of illumination variation on the face recogni-

tion, this paper presents a method for processing face illumination based on combined features.

It combines two di�erent methods of processing face illumination and further uses the principle

component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality. The obtained results are then sorted by

column and classi�ed by the nearest neighbor classi�er based on the cosine distance. The Yale-B

face database and CMU-PIE face database are used to test the e�ectiveness of the combination

of discrete cosine transform (DCT) and gradient faces and the e�ectiveness of the combination of

wavelet transform and gradient faces. The results show that the e�ect of feature combination is

better than that of the separate method.

Key words. discrete cosine transformation, gradient faces, wavelet transform, combined

features, face recognition.

1. Introduction

With the vigorous development of science and technology, the face recognition
has become one of the hot research focuses in the �eld of computer vision. The cur-
rent face recognition techniques are facing many challenges, including the variations
of illumination, posture, and expression, wherein the illumination variation poses
a more severe hardship than others. The di�erence of the same face image under
di�erent illumination conditions is sometimes much greater than the di�erence of
diversi�ed face images under the same illumination condition [1]. In recent years,
many scholars have studied the problem of illumination variation in face recognition.
The studies can be classi�ed into three categories, including the method of feature
extraction based on the invariability of human face illumination (FEI), the method
based on face modeling (FM), and the method of illumination preprocessing and
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normalization (IPN). The main idea of the FEI method is to extract the insensitive
features of illumination of face images. Examples of this method are the edge map
approach, quotient image approach (QI), self-quotient image approach and local bi-
nary pattern approach (LBP) [2]. The FM method is to generate a face model which
can recombine face images with di�erent gestures and di�erent illumination condi-
tions. Examples of this method include the principal component analysis (PCA) [3],
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [4], illumination cone [5] and spherical harmonics
[6]. The main limitation is that this kind of method requires a large number of face
images under di�erent lighting conditions as training samples, which is not practical
in real applications. The core of the IPN method is to convert the image into a
standard form before the face recognition, and further use it for face discrimination.
Examples of this method are the histogram equalization [7], gamma correction and
logarithmic transformation [8] etc. But these algorithms cannot e�ectively overcome
the problem of face variation that caused by the local illumination.

This paper presents a method for processing face illumination based on combined
features. The framework of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. The method takes
respective advantage of di�erent combinations of illumination processing, uses proper
light compensations on the images and further runs the PCA-based dimensionality
reduction. In this paper, the authors respectively use the combination of DCT
and gradient faces (combination 1) and the combination of wavelet transform and
gradient faces (combination 2). The results are grouped by column and processed
with the nearest neighbor classi�er based on the cosine distance. The experiments
are conducted on the Yale-B and CMU-PIE databases.

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed algorithm

2. The proposed algorithm

2.1. Wavelet transform of images

Given a multiresolution analysis (MRA) {Vj}j∈Z on L2 (R) and a corresponding

scaling function φ (x), the authors de�ne a two-dimensional scale space V 2
j = Vj⊗Vj

of scale j, where ⊗ denotes the space multiplying operation. Because the standard
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orthogonal basis of Vj can be represented as

φj,n (x) = 2−j/2φ
(
2−jx− n

)
(1)

The authors can obtain the standard orthogonal basis of V 2
j , represented as

{φj,n (x)φj,m (x)}n,m∈Z.
Let W 2

j+1 denote the orthogonal complement space of V 2
j+1 and V

2
j , and let ψ (x)

denote the one-dimension wavelet of φ (x). The authors can obtain three wavelet
functions of L2

(
R2
)
which make

{
Ψi
(
2jx− k, 2jy − l

)}
, j, k, l ∈ Z, i = 1, 2, 3 to be

the orthonormal basis of L2
(
R2
)
. The three wavelet functions are Ψ1 = φ⊗ ψ = φ (x)ψ (y)

Ψ2 = ψ ⊗ φ = ψ (x)φ (y)
Ψ3 = ψ ⊗ ψ = ψ (x)ψ (y)

(2)

In two dimensional MRA, for the squared-integrable two-dimensional image signals
f (m,n) ∈ L2

(
R2
)
, let C0,mn = f (m,n), the wavelet decomposition of the image

can be recursively represented as:
Cj,mn =

∑
k,l Cj−1,klhk−2mhl−2n

D1
j,mn =

∑
k,l Cj−1,klhk−2mgl−2n

D2
j,mn =

∑
k,l Cj−1,klgk−2mhl−2n

D3
j,mn =

∑
k,l Cj−1,klgk−2mgl−2n

(3)

where h (n) =< φ, φ−1,n > and g (n) =< ψ, φ−1,n >. Also, the authors have

g (n) = (−1)
n
h (1− n) (4)

After the level-1 wavelet decomposition, the level-2 wavelet decomposition generates
four sub images, respectively the low-frequency component LF1, the horizontal de-
tail component HD1, the vertical detail component V D1 and the diagonal detail
component DD1. The sizes of the four components are half of the raw images. If
the images are required to go through the level-2 wavelet decomposition, the authors
further decompose the LF1 component into the low-frequency component LF2 and
three detail components, i.e. the horizontal detail component HD2, the vertical
detail component V D2 and the diagonal detail component DD2. It is worth not-
ing that the sizes of the components are half of the size of LF1. If the images are
required to go through the next level decomposition, the authors repeat the similar
ways to decompose LF2, and so forth. Finally, the sub-image LFn obtained by
level-n wavelet decomposition of the image is the low frequency approximation of
the raw image.

2.2. Algorithm for gradient faces

The computation of gradient faces is below.
The grayscale images of faces can be treated as the product of re�ection compo-
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nents I (x, y) and illumination components L (x, y) :

I (x, y) = R (x, y)× L (x, y) (5)

where R (x, y) corresponds to the fast-changing part of the image and L (x, y) cor-
responds to the slow-changing part of the image.

For grayscale images I (x, y)??the neighborhood point of pixel point (x, y) along
x direction is (x+ ∆x, y). Then, the authors have [9]:

I (x+ ∆x, y) = R (x+ ∆x, y)L (x+ ∆x, y) (6)

Subtracting the Equation (5) from the Equation (6), the authors obtain:

I(x+ ∆x, y)− I(x, y) = R(x+ ∆x, y)L(x+ ∆x, y)−R(x, y)L(x, y) (7)

Because L is smooth and almost constant, then:

I (x+ ∆x, y)− I (x, y) ≈ [R (x+ ∆x)−R (x, y)]L (x, y) (8)

When ∆x tends to be 0, the Equation (8) is equivalent to:

∂I(x, y)

∂x
≈ L(x, y)

∂R(x, y)

∂x
(9)

Similarly, in the y direction, the authors have:

∂I (x, y)

∂y
≈ L (x, y)

∂R (x, y)

∂y
(10)

The Equation (10) divided by the Equation (9), the authors obtain??

∂I(x, y)

∂y

/
∂I(x, y)

∂x
≈ ∂R(x, y)

∂y

/
∂R(x, y)

∂x
(11)

The gradient face is de�ned as:

G = arctan (Iy/Ix) (12)

where Iy = ∂I(x, y)/∂y and Ix = ∂I(x, y)/∂x are the respective gradients along the
x - and y- directions, G ∈ [0, 2π) . To get the gradient faces in practical applications,
the authors need calculate the gradient of the face images in the x - and y- directions.
For this purpose, the authors use the Gaussian kernel function to smooth the face
image, convolve the faces and the Gaussian kernel, and then compute the gradient
along the x - and y- directions separately. The Gaussian kernel function is computed
by:

G (x, y, σ) =
1

2πσ2
exp

(
−x

2 + y2

2σ2

)
(13)

where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel function.
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2.3. Method of feature combination

The feature combination takes the respective advantage of di�erent methods of
illumination processing and uses the combined features to reduces the in�uences of
illumination on the face recognition. The authors respectively use the combination of
discrete cosine transform (DCT) and gradient faces and the combination of wavelet
transform and gradient faces. The realization of this process is as follows:

Input: raw face image I;
Output: processed face feature I

′
.

1.Perform logarithmic transformation on I;
2. Discard the low-frequency coe�cients of I with DCT and obtain I1;
The DCT of a discrete function f(x), x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 is de�ned as:

F (k) =
2ck

N

N−1∑
x=0

f(x) cos

[
(2x+ 1)kπ

2N

]
(14)

where k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
For an M × N image, where each image corresponds to a two-dimensional matrix,
the DCT coe�cients are calculated as:

F (u, v) =
1√
MN

α(u)α(v)×
M−1∑
x=0

N−1∑
y=0

f(x, y) cos

[
(2x+ 1)uπ

2M

]
cos

[
(2y + 1)vπ

2N

]
(15)

where u = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 and v = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
The α(ω) is de�ned as:

α(ω) =

{
1/
√

2, for ω = 0
1, for ω = 1, 2, ..., N − 1

(16)

3. Use the gradient face algorithm presented in section 2.2 to enhance the high-
frequency part and obtain I2;

4. Run PCA on I1 and I2 to respectively get the projections I
′

1 and I
′

2;
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to extract the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. Let r be the number of principal components which takes the vast
majority of energy of the original matrix. The authors compute the cumulative
energy ratio no less than a cuto� of 95% to determine r .

r = arg max
r

(

∑r
1 λi∑n
1 λi
× 100%) ≥ 95% (17)

where λ is the eigenvalue.

5. Use I ′ =

[
I

′

1

I
′

2

]
combination to obtain light-insensitive facial features.
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3. Experiment

3.1. Description of face databases

The authors conduct a series of experiments on the Yale-B and CUM-PIE databases.
The Yale-B database contains nine postures of ten individual persons, and each pos-
ture contains 64 illumination conditions. Since the authors deal with the illumination
process problem, only the face images of positive posture are selected in the experi-
ment. The image size is 128×128, and all face images are divided into �ve subsets
according to di�erent angles of incident light. The subset 1 (θ < 12◦) has 70 sam-
ples, the subset 2 (13◦ < θ < 25◦) has 120 samples, the subset 3 (26◦ < θ < 50◦)
has 120 samples, the subset 4 (51◦ < θ < 77◦) has 140 samples, and the subset 5
(θ > 77◦) has 190 samples. The subset 1 is used for training, and the others are
used for testing.

The CUM-PIE database includes 41,368 face images of 68 persons. Similar to
Yale-B, the authors select the light group (C27) of positive face as a training gallery,
which contains 1,428 faces in total. All images are cropped to 64 x 64 sizes. In the
experiment, the authors select a face image from 21 illuminations of each sample
and use it as the training data with the remaining being the test data.

3.2. Parameter setting

The standard deviation σ in the Equation (??) should be valued in a proper
interval to get the best recognition rate. Also, the authors select the di�erent wavelet
types and decomposition series to study how they in�uence the results.

3.3. Experiment results

The table 1 shows the number of discarded low frequencies of DCT and the data
range of standard deviation σ of Gaussian function in Equation (??) when the recog-
nition accuracy reaches 100%. The table 2 shows the wavelet type, decomposition
series and data range of standard deviation σ of Gaussian function. The results of
comparison on Yale-B are presented in table 3.

Table 1. The DCT is combined with the gradient faces (Yale-B)

The number
of discarded
frequencies of
DCT

16 17 40

Range of σ 0.7-0.8 0.1-1.0, 1.2 1.0-1.1

Table 2. The wavelet transform is combined with the gradient faces (Yale-B)
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Wavelet
type (se-
ries)

Range of
σ

Wavelet
type (se-
ries)

Range of σ

db1(3) 1.3 db10(3) 1.0-1.1,1.3

db6(3) 0.1-0.8 bior5.5(3) 0.1-0.8

db10(3) 0.1-0.8 bior5.5(3) 1.0-1.6

From the table 1, the impact of illumination on the face recognition can be
e�ectively reduced if the authors select proper DCT coe�cients and the range of σ
when the DCT is combined with the gradient faces, which makes the recognition
accuracy on Yale-B database get 100%. Also, the authors can learn from the table 2
that the level-3 decomposition using di�erent ranges of σ and wavelet types obtain
the best performance when the wavelet transform is combined with the gradient
faces.

The table 3 presents the comparisons of di�erent methods, including the method
proposed in this paper, DCT, gradient faces [10], LBP [11] and QI [12] under the
same experimental conditions.

To further validate the e�ectiveness of the proposed method, the authors also
conduct experiments on the CUM-PIE database. The results are shown in table
4. The table 4 compares our method with the separate DCT, wavelet transform,
gradient faces, and multiscale retinex (MSR) . For convenience, the combination of
DCT and gradient faces is called the Combination 1, and the combination of wavelet
transform and gradient faces is called the Combination 2.

Table 3. Accuracy of recognition of di�erent approaches on Yale-B

ApproachesAccuracy of recognition (%)

Subset
2

Subset
3

Subset
4

Subset
5

average

DCT 0 99.17 97.86 97.37 98.42

Gradient
faces

0 0 98.57 98.95 99.3

LBP 0 97.6 65.2 44.4 76.8

QI 99.3 61.9 34.1 23.3 54.65

Combination
1

98.43 99.39 98.1 97.98 99.23

Combination
2

97.95 99.54 99.19 98.10 99.84

Table 4. Accuracy of recognition of di�erent approaches on CUM-PIE
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Approaches

DCT Gradient
faces

Wavelet trans-
form

MSR Combination
1

Combination
2

Accuracy
(%)

94.41 95.07 93.53 84.50 96.91 96.69

The experiment conducted on CUM-PIE database shows that the recognition is
the best when the number of discarded DCT coe�cients is 19 while using the DCT
independently. It also shows that the best recognition is achieved when σ= 0.55
while using the gradient faces independently. Furthermore, when the wavelet type
is db10, the e�ect of level-2 decomposition is very signi�cant. The combination of
DCT and gradient faces gets the highest accuracy when σ= 0.7 and the number of
discarded DCT coe�cients is 10.

The table 4 is showing that the combined method proposed in this paper is su-
perior to any separate algorithm. Furthermore, the proposed method can e�ectively
reduce the in�uence of di�erent angles on the face image compared to other existing
algorithms.

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a method of face illumination based on feature combination.
Firstly, the face images are processed by two di�erent illumination algorithms, and
then the processed images are extracted from the face features using PCA. The
results are combined by column, and the nearest neighbor classi�er based on cosine
distance is used to discriminate the class label. The experimental results show that
in the positive Yale-B face database, the combination of DCT and gradient faces
and the combination of wavelet transform and gradient faces can almost get 100%
recognition accuracy by appropriately selecting discarded DCT coe�cients, Gaussian
kernel function, wavelet type and the decomposition series. Also, the recognition
performance on the CUM-PIE face database is better than that of using a separate
method and other existing methods. The recognition rate of our method can reach
more than 95%. Therefore, the face illumination processing algorithm proposed in
this paper has a good robustness to the illumination, which can e�ectively reduce
the in�uence of di�erent angles on the face image.
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